Abstract
Introduction
Tracking features between consecutive image frames is a fundamental problem in computer vision. By establishing correspondence between sparse points, feature tracking captures the essence of the motion of a scene in a compact description, making it useful for a wide variety of applications, such as structure from motion [19, 21, 5, 9] , motion segmentation [5, 13, 16] , object tracking [11] , image mosaicking [23] , and face tracking [6] .
The classic approach to feature tracking is the differential technique of Lucas and Kanade [14] , which estimates the motion of a small patch of image intensities (features). The basic idea is simple: A linear system is repeatedly solved to find the best alignment for the image patch in the other image. Over the years, researchers have proposed a number of improvements to the basic algorithm. Shi and Tomasi [17] determine when a feature has been lost by computing the best affine warp between the first frame and the current frame. They noted that, although the translation model is acceptable between consecutive image frames, a richer model such as affine is necessary when considering frames separated widely in time. Their work was later extended by Tommassini et al. [20] to automatically reject spurious features. More recently,Šegvić et al. [22] model the feature support adaptively to improve long-range performance of a feature in the presence of dominant forward motion. When non-causal processing is appropriate, Sivic et al. [18] describe a technique for repairing the trajectories of features using the start and end locations in a set of frames. To handle lighting and exposure changes, various methods have been proposed [12, 10] . Other researchers have focused their efforts upon improving the performance of Lucas-Kanade when applied to a single large image patch to be tracked [7, 15, 1] .
One problem that remains largely unaddressed in the literature, however, is that of tracking features together. Most previous approaches to feature tracking consider each feature independently of the other features, thus neglecting important information that is available in determining the motion of a feature. This bottom-up approach is at odds with the Gestalt emphasis upon the importance of motion coherence, namely that nearby pixels will often have similar motions. Even though independent tracking oftentimes succeeds, errors persist because the neighboring information is ignored.
In this paper we propose a framework in which features are tracked jointly. Inspired by the work of Bruhn et al. [4] , we use global optic flow methods (Horn-Schunck) to improve the results obtained by local optic flow (LucasKanade). A smoothness term is added to the formulation to penalize the deviation of the displacement of a feature from its expected value, which is computed by fitting a motion model to the displacements of the neighbors. The approach bears a resemblance to that of Kim et al. [12] in which features are also tracked jointly, but in our work the features influence one another geometrically rather than photometrically. One advantage of the proposed framework is that it facilitates the uniform treatment of features and edges for tracking. Edges have often been avoided in tracking due to their underconstrained nature (the aperture problem). Here, however, the gradient information that enables an edge to be tracked in the direction perpendicular to the edge is combined naturally with the motion of neighboring features. The motion of the edge is determined by minimizing a 2D energy functional that takes into account both the image data and the smoothness of the nearby estimated motions.
Lucas-Kanade and Horn-Schunck
As explained by Bruhn et al. [4] , differential methods for both dense optical flow as well as sparse feature tracking are based on the assumption that the intensity values of the projection of scene points do not change over time:
where I(x, y, t) is the intensity of pixel x = (x, y) T in frame t, and u = (u, v) T is the displacement of the pixel between consecutive frames t and t + 1. For small displacements, a linearized Taylor series expansion yields the wellknown optic flow constraint equation:
where the subscripts denote partial derivatives. The wellknown aperture problem arises because this single equation is insufficient to recover the two unknowns u and v. The Lucas-Kanade [14] approach to overcoming the aperture problem assumes that the unknown displacement u of a pixel is constant within some neighborhood. As a result, the displacement can be computed by minimizing
where K ρ * (·) denotes convolution with an integration window of size ρ. Differentiating with respect to u and v, and setting the partial derivatives to zero, yields the linear system
which is solved iteratively to minimize E LK .
Alternatively, the Horn-Schunck [8] approach regularizes the underconstrained optic flow constraint equation by imposing a global smoothness term. While Lucas-Kanade finds the displacement of a small window around a single pixel, Horn-Schunck computes the global displacement functions u(x, y) and v(x, y) by minimizing
where λ is the regularization parameter and Ω is the domain of the image. The minimum of this functional is found by solving the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations, leading to
where
∂y 2 are the Laplacian of u and v, respectively. Solving this equation for u and v and using the approximation that ∇ 2 u ≈ h(ū − u), whereū is the average of the values of u among the neighbors of the pixel, and h is a constant scale factor, we get
Thus, the sparse linear system can be solved using the Jacobi method with iterations for pixel (i, j) T of the form:
Faster convergence is obtained by performing computations in place (Gauss-Seidel) and using successive overrelaxation (SOR).
Joint Feature Tracking
It is important to note that, although the derivation of Eq. (6) assumes a continuous formulation, the final result in Eqs. (8)- (9) corresponds to a discrete energy functional, due to the discrete approximation of the Laplacian. This observation motivates us to combine the Lucas-Kanade and Horn-Schunck approaches in Eqs. (3) and (5) into the following functional to be minimized:
where N is the number of feature points, and the data and smoothness terms are given by
In these equations, the energy of feature i is determined by how well its displacement (u i , v i ) T matches the local image data, as well as how far the displacement deviates from the expected displacement (û i ,v i )
T . Note that the expected displacement can be computed in any desired manner and is not necessarily required to be the average of the neighboring displacements.
Differentiating E JLK with respect to the displacements
. . , N, and setting the derivatives to zero, yields a large 2N ×2N sparse matrix equation, whose (2i− 1)th and (2i)th rows are given by
This sparse system of equations can be solved using Jacobi iterations of the form
As before, convergence is greatly increased by performing Gauss-Seidel iterations so thatû
are actually computed using a mixture of values from the kth and (k + 1)th iterations (depending upon the order in which the values are updated), and by performing a weighted average of the most recent estimate and the new estimate (successive overrelaxation). With this modification, the update equations are given by u
is the estimate expressed in Eqs. (14) (15) , and ω ∈ (0, 2) is the relaxation parameter. For fast convergence, ω is usually set to a value between 1.9 and 1.99. Note that for ω = 1 the approach reduces to Gauss-Seidel.
Pyramidal Implementation
Both the standard Lucas-Kanade method and the proposed joint Lucas-Kanade method involve iteratively solving a sparse 2N ×2N linear system to find the minimum of a quadratic cost functional. In the former, the matrix is blockdiagonal, leading to a simple and efficient implementation via a set of 2 × 2 linear systems, while in the latter, the offdiagonal terms require the approach presented in the previous section. The difference between the approaches becomes apparent when considering a pyramidal implementation, which is usually necessary to overcome the deficiencies in the linearization approximation in the formulation of the problem in Eq. (2).
The two algorithms are shown. Standard Lucas-Kanade iterates through each pyramid level for each feature, while joint Lucas-Kanade iterates through each feature for each pyramid level. Note that if λ i = 0, i = 1, . . . , N, then the two algorithms are exactly the same (except for minor differences in the termination criterion), and that the computation required is the same. Both algorithms are O(Nnm), where N is the number of features, n is the number of pyramid levels, and m is the average number of iterations. However, because it considers all the features at a time, the joint 
Compute e i iv. Solve Z i u i = e i for incremental motion u i v. Add incremental motion to overall estimate:
3. Expand to the next level: u i ← αu i , where α is the pyramid scale factor algorithm involves different memory requirements: Instead of precomputing all the pyramidal images, it must precompute the Z i matrices for all the features.
Several implementation issues remain. First, how should the regularization parameters λ i be chosen? Since a large number of features can often be tracked accurately without any assistance from their neighbors, one could imagine weighting some features more than others, e.g., using one of the standard measures for detecting features in the first place [17] . For example, since large eigenvalues of the gradient covariance matrix indicate sufficient image intensity information for tracking, such features could receive smaller smoothing weights (regularization parameter values) than those with insufficient information. However, this scheme is frustrated by the fact that the eigenvalues do not take into account important issues such as occlusions, motion discontinuities, and lighting changes, making it difficult to determine beforehand which features will actually be tracked reliably. As a result, we simply set all of the regularization parameters to a constant value in this work:
Another issue is how to determine the expected values
T of the displacements. Because the features are sparse, a significant difference in motion between neighboring features is not uncommon, even when the features are on the same rigid surface in the world. As a result, we cannot simply average the values of the neighbors as is commonly done [8, 4] . Instead, we predict the motion displacement of a pixel by fitting an affine motion model to the displacements of the surrounding features, which are inversely weighted according to their distance to the pixel. We use a Gaussian weighting function on the distance, with σ = 10 pixels.
Finally, because the algorithm enforces smoothness, it is able to overcome the aperture problem by determining the motion of underconstrained pixels that lie along intensity edges. We modify the feature detection algorithm accordingly. To detect features, we use the two eigenvalues e min and e max , e min ≤ e max of the original Lucas-Kanade gradient covariance matrix (i.e., Z i with λ i = 0). Rather than selecting the minimum eigenvalue e min , as is often done [17] , we select features using max(e min , ηe max ), where η < 1 is a scaling factor. The rationale behind this choice is that along an intensity edge e max will be large while e min will be arbitrarily small. Instead of treating an edge like an untextured region, the proposed measure rewards the feature for the information that it does have. For pixels having two comparable eigenvalues, the proposed measure reduces to the more common minimum eigenvalue. In this work we set η = 0.1.
Experimental Results
The proposed algorithm has been compared against a state-of-the-art implementation of pyramidal Lucas-Kanade [3] . We ran both algorithms with identical parameters on four image sequences (Rubber Whale, Hydrangea, Venus, and Dimetrodon) recently proposed for comparing optical flow algorithms [2] . These sequences include static scenes as well as independently moving rigid and non-rigid objects. For all images we detected 1000 features and tracked using a 7 × 7 window, with ten maximum iterations and three pyramid levels (i.e., the original image plus two images obtained by downsampling the original by a factor of two and four, respectively). No color information was used by either algorithm.
The results of the experiment are shown in Table 1 . For both algorithms, we computed the average angular error (AE) and the average endpoint error (EP) [2] . In all cases, the joint tracking algorithm considerably outperforms the traditional approach, oftentimes reducing the error by nearly half. More recent techniques, such as [22, 12] , would perform similarly to the traditional approach on these images since they also do not enforce spatial continuity. It is also worth noting that the errors of the joint tracking algorithm are significantly less than those of the leading dense optical flow algorithms, which achieve 9.26 (AE) and 0.35 (EP) on Dimetrodon and 7.64 (AE) and 0.51 (EP) on Venus.
1 Figure 1 displays the results of the two algorithms on three of the image sequences. In general, the joint tracking algorithm exhibits smoother flows and is thus better equipped to handle features without sufficient local information. In particular, repetitive textures that cause individual features to be distracted by similar nearby patterns using the traditional algorithm do not pose a problem for the proposed algorithm. A close-up showing this behavior is in Figure 2 .
The difference between the two algorithms is even more pronounced when the scene does not contain much texture, as is often the case in indoor man-made environments. Figure 3 shows one such scene, along with the results computed by the two algorithms. In this sequence the camera is moving down and to the right with a slight counterclockwise rotation. The camera gain control causes a severe intensity change in the window of the door, causing those features to be lost. The joint algorithm is able to compute accurate flow vectors for features that do not contain sufficient local information to be accurately tracked, while the traditional algorithm fails in these locations. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have combined the ideas of LucasKanade and Horn-Schunck in the opposite manner as that of Bruhn et al. [4] . Instead of aggregating local information to improve global flow, we aggregate global information to improve the tracking of sparse feature points. Because of their Rubber Whale Hydrangea Venus sparsity, the motion displacements of neighboring features cannot simply be averaged as is commonly done. Rather, an affine motion model is fit to the neighboring features, and the resulting expected flow vector is used in performing the Newton-Raphson iterations for computing the displacement of a particular feature. By incorporating off-diagonal elements into the otherwise block-diagonal tracking matrix, significantly improved results are obtained, particularly in areas of repetitive texture, one-dimensional texture (edges), or no texture.
Many improvements are possible with this work. Most notably, the smoothing of motion displacements across motion discontinuities will create artifacts in the resulting flow fields. To solve this problem, robust penalty functions or segmentation algorithms can be employed. In addition, explicit modeling of occlusions would reduce the effects of drastic unpredictable changes within the feature window itself due to the appearance and disappearance of surfaces. Finally, the displacements of sparse feature points can be used as a starting point for interpolating a dense flow field. We are exploring these ideas in our current research. 
